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PRESENTATION TO THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION
ON THE SUBJECT OF SMART METERS

TRAIL PUBLIC HEARING
6 November 2012.

Submitted by: Paul Bowles
Box 1251, Fruitvale, B.C. VOG 1LO

Speaking as a Fortis customer and member of the general public concerned with
the installation of smart meters.

A network of smart meters all over the neighborhood will saturate our living
space with electromagnetic pulsing energy waves. These will pass through
walls, bodies, pets, plants, birds, bees ... 24 hours a day. You have said that
smart meters are safe. How do you know they are safe? I have heard of
your safety code 6, which basically says that radiation is OK if it doesn't burn us.
But, is this TANGIBLE testing? What about sleeplessness or anxiety,
headaches, nausea, stress build-up, or even stopping a person's Pacemaker.
have seen an interview with a Mr. Carson from California, who has been
hospitalized four times with a failed Pacemaker due to the installation of a smart
meter.

Have you, for example, exposed a family of laboratory rats to electromagnetic
radiation day after day, and checked on their condition regularly for disorientation
etcetera?

In Stratford I have seen a smart meter on a wall that was covered with green
leafed vines. Except all around the meter the leaves were dead, fried to a crisp.
Now what if there had been children sleeping behind that wall? We are
sensitive biological systems that are composed of trillions of cells all electrically
communicating to each other, would this not be compromised by 900 mega hertz
of electromagnetic pulsing radiation passing through us day after day.

In Austria the Austrian Chamber of Physicians have written a letter, (I have a
copy) to their government rejecting the state mandated expansion of
ELECTROSMOG, on the population. They say that it would lead to multi-
system diseases. Do they know something that we in Canada do not. It would
seem to me they defer to the health and safety of the people while we defer to
technological tyranny. (Accept the meter with no choice)

I have a (digital) meter on my bedroom wall. How many among you good
people would feel comfortable with your pregnant wife sleeping behind the wall of
a smart meter.
IN CONCLUSION, I would request more tangible testing on health and safety.
But better still would be to remain WIRED.
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